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foundation for our understanding of the 
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What we’re going to cover
 Introduction and Overview of GeoArchiving Processing
 Archival Process Workflow
 Submission Information Package
 Archival Information Package
 Dissemination Information Package

 Demonstration
 Next Steps
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Think about …. 
 What are your current archival procedures for processing electronic 

records or paper?
 Look at the stuff
 Remove duplicates and clean up stuff
 Arrange the stuff
 Describe the stuff
 Make stuff accessible (e.g. create a finding aid, publish to a digital collection)

 As we’re going through the process steps for processing geospatial records 
think about:
 The steps that are applicable to you
 What you might do differently if you were expanding your archival services to include 

geospatial records

 While geospatial data is complex, the hope is that you’ll see similarities in 
processing geospatial data as with your current electronic records 
processing.
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Geospatial Data Life Cycle
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What is Archival Processing?
Geoarchiving Phases Roadmap

 Archival Processing handles the receipt, verification, and 
preparation of the datasets submitted to the archival 
organization (archive) for trustworthy and reliable long term 
preservation and access

 Goal: Prepare Preservation Master for long term 
preservation of the digital asset,

 Goal: Prepare  digital asset for Dissemination and Access

Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appraisal is a critical phase in the Geospatial Archiving 
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Preservation and Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The archival processing for geospatial entails handling geospatial datasets that are comprised of multiple files. The dataset files need to be preserved, and made available for end users.This  illustration demonstrates a model for integrating a traditional archival finding aid to the geospatial assets.The user has access to a GeoPDF, a user-friendly version of the metadata, and the dataset files.Through this presentation, we will describe the steps an archival organization can take to ingest, process, create preservation master, and access files …. As well as special considerations related directly to geospatial dataset.
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Preservation and Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The archival processing for geospatial entails handling geospatial datasets that are comprised of multiple files. The dataset files need to be preserved, and made available for end users.This  illustration demonstrates a model for integrating a traditional archival finding aid to the geospatial assets.The user has access to a GeoPDF, a user-friendly version of the metadata, and the dataset files.Through this presentation, we will describe the steps an archival organization can take to ingest, process, create preservation master, and access files …. As well as special considerations related directly to geospatial dataset.
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Preservation and Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the archival processing process may also include creating other derivatives that facilitate access … such as a PDF version of the geospatial dataset that only requires a PDF reader, and does not require special GIS software, and an user-friendly stylized version of the geospatial metadata file that’s easier to read than the original .xml format.
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Preservation and Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the archival processing process may also include creating other derivatives that facilitate access … such as a PDF version of the geospatial dataset that only requires a PDF reader, and does not require special GIS software, and an user-friendly stylized version of the geospatial metadata file that’s easier to read than the original .xml format.
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Open Archival Information System 
(OAIS) Model 

 Submission Information Package (SIP)
 Archival Information Package (AIP)
Dissemination Information Package (DIP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our proposed archival processing workflow is based on the OAIS model ….Where “Producers” submit their files that become the submission information package.The Archivist will take the submission information package and create the package of files that will be preserved – the archival information packageThe Archivist will then prepare files and tools for access – making up the dissemination information package.And running through this whole workflow should be a data management system to manage all of the metadata for managing and describing the archival packages, as well as administrative tools to manage the archival environment. As this is simply a model – these objectives may be met either through manual / low technology approaches or through more sophisticated archival management systems. First – a quick review of the OAIS model – provides a useful reference model depicting the processing of materials for archival preservation and making them available for access Reference model for archival preservation planning and archival system implementation
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High Level Process Flow – 4 Phases

 And each phase can be further broken down into several 
sub-tasks

Submitter
Submits Files

Preservation Master
Security Copy(ies)

Use/Access CopyArchive
Receives & 
Checks Files

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the OAIS model seems to intimidating, it can be generally considered to contain 4 general phases:(Submitter / Contributor) Ingesting the files(Archival Org) Receiving files and performing quality assurance(Archival Org) Creating the preservation master and associated archival metadata(Archival Org) Creating the use copy and associated descriptive metadataThe archival processing workflow identifies some of the common archival processing tasks – with a GIS dataset twist -- that are performed in ingesting, QA’ing, Creating the AIP, Creating the DIP.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TasksThen as we look at each of the general phases, we can break them down into their respective tasks.We will look at the tasks for each of these phases – many of which should already be familiar to archivists, and highlight the special considerations for processing GIS electronic materials. The archival processing workflow identifies some of the common archival processing tasks – with a GIS dataset twist -- that are performed in ingesting, QA’ing, Creating the AIP, Creating the DIP.
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Archival Storage Repository Logical Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Storage ArchitectureWe should also give some consideration to our general storage repository. As you look at the general processing flow --- a major consideration for your archival processing is the establishment of your storage repository. To support managing the various files and tasks throughout the workflow processing phases,  and to further protect your digital assets, you may want to consider creating a segregated storage architecture where you have separate storage spaces allocated for:Initial validation and preparation of the ingested files (staging area)Dedicated storage space for the preservation master and security copies – with appropriate access controls that prevent access from outside the archival organization, and its associated  IT/admin support personnelDedicated storage space for the access copies – with appropriate access controls that allow outside users to accessA key consideration for geospatial assets is that an individual asset is often comprised of multiple files, and the individual assets can consume significant space --- e.g. terabytes for the orthophotos for a statewide fly-over image capture.These considerations can impact your storage solutions:=> you will need significant storage space available for the large datasets.And increase your dependence on more sophisticated storage management capabilities=>  such as fixity --- you’re not just maintaining/storing the fixity value for a single file per digital asset – but for multiple files, as you make your security copies – 
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Generalized Information/Data Model
 An object-oriented approach aids in maintaining the relationships between 

the multiple components of the archived digital asset

Submission Info 
Pkg ID

Originally received
files

Quality Assurance 
Check Record

Archival Info 
Pkg  ID   

Prsrvtn Master

Prsvtn Mstr CopyPrsvtn Mstr Copy
Prsvtn Mstr Copy

Dissemination Info Pkg ID
Access Copy

Access Derivatives

Geospatial PDF

HTML GeoMetadata

.zip of dataset

Archival Metadata
Descriptive (Dublin Core)Representation

Preservation Packaging
Unique IdentifierUnique Identifier 

for object

Archival Record Object

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data ModelArchival processing also generates a significant amount of underlying data to manage the archived asset. Especially given the complexity of the geospatial assets, using an object-oriented approach to designing the underlying data model can facilitate ongoing management --- where there is a unique object identifier associated with each geospatial asset --- Rather than considering managing individual files --- consider that you’re managing an asset that can be comprised of numerous files. Another advantage of the object-oriented approach is that through a single global identifier, you’ll have access to all of the various processing artifacts – such as the submission package, the archival information package – which typically consists of the preservation master and security copies of the preservation master, and the dissemintation package – which for the geospatial asset can consist of multiple tools to facilitate use --- not just one file – but several files including a .zip archive of the collection of files that make up the dataset, a user-friendly stylized HTML version of the geospatial .xml file, and a PDF-accessible/viewable form of the geospatial dataset (in either geospatial PDF or geoPDF formats).
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(SIP) GIS Data Submission to 
Archival Organization

Presenter Name
Institution/Agency

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we are going to proceed into the various phases, review a suggested set of steps/tasks, as well as explore some of the special processing considerations related to the archival processing of geospatial assets.We will first look at the Submission Information Package.
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SIP Generalized Workflow
 Ingest (submitter)
 Prepare files
 Create/Verify geospatial metadata
 Run Virus Check on Files
 Package Files for transfer
 Transfer Files

Quality Assurance (archival organization)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just a quick review of the general steps the submitter should complete as they submit a digital asset to the archival organization for preservation.These steps should look familiar to the archivists.However, the one step that is particular to the ingest of geospatial assets, and very important to the preservability of the dataset, is the rich metadata that can (should) accompany the geospatial dataset --- Based on a metadata standard developed by the GIS professional community.  In addition to the technical information about the dataset (archivists are used to seeing “technical” metadata attached to digital files), it also includes descriptive, access and use constraints, lineage, processing steps (documents how was the dataset created), distribution information, and documentation about the attributes that comprise the data part of the dataset. 
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Data Type Preservation Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Archival Organizations will often develop policies regarding what media and data file formats they will accept.Many archival organizations have established media type plans --- identifying what media formats they will accept (e.g. floppy disks, CD, etc.) and what media formats will be used to store preserved assets.These plans may also have a Data File Format variation – identifying what data file formats an archival organization will accept (e.g. MS Word (.doc); Word Perfect (.wp), Wordstar), and identify the possible transformations of those data file formats for either preservation and/or access purposes. Geospatial assets come in a variety of general spatial formats (e.g. raster, vector), and many of the geospatial vendor produce their own data file formats, many proprietary and undocumented (e.g. Esri’s shapefile, and Esri’s geodatabase).  There are some open geospatial standards also in the works. The format for the “Preservation” asset may be the same or different than the “Access” asset. e.g. an uncompressed file format may be used for the Preservation Master, while a compressed file format is used for the Access Copy (geospatial example - consider orthophotos ---- TIFF / TIFF World Files (uncompressed) as Preservation Master, and MrSID (compressed) used as Access Copy. )
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SIP Generalized Workflow
 Quality Assurance (archival organization)
 Make copy of SIP (submitted files)
 Run virus check
 Validate files arrive intact

 Bit-level validation

 Unpack files from package
 Validate datasets comply with guidelines / policies*

 E.g. file naming, file organization

 Validate datasets are complete*
 Functional verification of datasets

 Open dataset, view graphical rendering of dataset
 Access dataset tabular attribute data

 Validate geospatial metadata is complete
 Send acknowledgement to submitter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the archival organization receives the dataset, it should perform some initial quality assurance verifications. Many of these steps should be familiar to archivists … such as running a virus checker, and making sure that the files transferred intact (bit-level type of verification). Geospatial Datasets can introduce additional complexity for the bit-level validation, as they are often comprised of multiple files …. All of the files need to be verified … and then, what happens if one of the files fails? Do you send the entire request back, or just ask the submitter to re-submit the one file that failed. To minimize confusion, it’s probably best to have the submitter re-submit all of the files in the dataset. As datasets are comprised of multiple files – the archivist will be challenged to determine if the dataset is complete --- as a missing critical file may cause the entire dataset to be inaccessible. Archival organizations may also want to work with their submitters to establish guidelines for file name, as well as organization (foldering) of the files … as this can help significantly in the archivist’s arrangement task later on in the process.See examples on the next slide of dataset composition and dataset naming convention. There are more examples in the supplemental slides at the end of the presentation.
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Naming? Dataset Files Complete? (1)
 Shapefile

Geodatabase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shapefile – you may be able to do a visual inspection to see if the files are complete.For example – you can see if one of the 3 required files (e.g. .dbf – the database, the core.shp) or one of the recommended files is missing (.prj – projection file).For Geodatabases – the dataset name is held in the folder.However, for geospatial data format types such as geodatabases and orthophotos, a visual inspection of the collection of files will not be adquate.
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Dataset Files Complete? (2)
Orthoimagery
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Dataset Files Complete? (3)
GIS Projects
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SIP Generalized Workflow
 Quality Assurance (archival organization)
 Make copy of SIP
 Run virus check
 Validate files arrive intact

 Bit-level validation

 Unpack files from package
 Validate datasets comply with guidelines / policies

 E.g. file naming, file organization

 Validate datasets are complete
 Functional verification of datasets*

 Open dataset, view graphical rendering of dataset
 Access dataset tabular attribute data

 Validate geospatial metadata is complete
 Send acknowledgement to submitter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bit-level verification does not guarantee that the datasets are accessible.Once the archivist has validated that the files transferred successfully, She should also verify that the datasets are functional – to make sure that a “bad” dataset has not been transferred. The archivist will likely need some special GIS software to be able to perform this task.Archival Organizations that are receiving large numbers of datasets may also want to establish “sampling” policies – where they verify just a subset of the received datasets.See example on the next slide. 
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Functional Verification of GIS dataset

Render geospatial dataset

Review tabular attributes

Review dataset metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 common tasksWill generally need GIS tools to perform functional verification of the the GIS dataset.Make sure you can access the graphical rendering of the dataset.Make sure the attributes (the data in the dataset) seem reasonably populatedReview the metadata for completeness – more on this to come.Kentucky processed geodatabases, and extracted individual layers for their Dspace digital collectionNorth Carolina processed shapefilesUtah processed both geodatabases and shapefiles
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Functional Verification of GIS dataset

Render geospatial dataset

Review tabular attributes

Review dataset metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 common tasksWill generally need GIS tools to perform functional verification of the the GIS dataset.Make sure you can access the graphical rendering of the dataset.Make sure the attributes (the data in the dataset) seem reasonably populatedReview the metadata for completeness – more on this to come.Kentucky processed geodatabases, and extracted individual feature classes for their DSpace digital collection     A Geodatabase consists of several datasets (features classes), as seen in this slide, 	and can store relationship information between the datasets within the database.North Carolina processed shapefilesUtah deploys both geodatabase and shapefile formats for individual datasets.
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SIP Generalized Workflow
 Quality Assurance (archival organization)
 Make copy of SIP
 Run virus check
 Validate files arrive intact

 Bit-level validation

 Unpack files from package
 Validate datasets comply with guidelines / policies

 E.g. file naming, file organization

 Validate datasets are complete
 Functional verification of datasets

 Open dataset, view graphical rendering of dataset
 Access dataset tabular attribute data

 Validate geospatial metadata is complete*
 Send acknowledgement to submitter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the geospatial metadata is so rich, the archivist should verify that the metadata is complete. The geospatial metadata standards also provide guidance on required fields that archivists may want to consult to establish their own policies.
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Review Geospatial Metadata
 Are all required metadata fields populated?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note:The metadata may be submitted in a variety of formats:Embedded in the dataset itselfProvided in an external .xml fileProvided in an external .html fileTools such as ArcCatalog and the USGS metadata parser will provide hints when FGDC-stipulated required metadata are missing.Archival Organizations can benefit from publishing a policy statement regarding the metadata fields dataset contributors are expected to populate.Your local GIS Clearinghouse organizations may also provide help and support in encouraging the full population of the geospatial metadata record.This slide shows an example of a metadata file that is missing several required fields.These metadata fields should look familiar to archivists.
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Review Geospatial Metadata
 Are all required metadata fields populated?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note:The metadata may be submitted in a variety of formats:Embedded in the dataset itselfProvided in an external .xml fileProvided in an external .html fileTools such as ArcCatalog and the USGS metadata parser will provide hints when FGDC-stipulated required metadata are missing.Archival Organizations can benefit from publishing a policy statement regarding the metadata fields dataset contributors are expected to populate.Your local GIS Clearinghouse organizations may also provide help and support in encouraging the full population of the geospatial metadata record.This slide shows an example of a metadata file that has required metadata fields populated.These metadata fields should look familiar to archivists …. And you should see how useful and valuable these fields are in populating the archival metadata record.There are many fields in the geosopatial metadata standard that map directly to most of the Dublin Core as well as suggested archival metadata fields.
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Ingest Planning Questions
 What mechanism will contributors use to deposit datasets?

 How are datasets transferred to the archival organization

 What geospatial metadata are contributors required to include in the 
geospatial metadata file?

 How should dataset files and datasets be named for transfer to the archives?
 How should dataset files be organized for transfer to the archives?
 How will datasets be packaged for transfer to the archives?
 How will dataset transfers be validated (e.g. checksum, bag verifyvalid)
 Do any of the datasets have copyright or access or use restrictions that must 

be addressed as the datasets are transferred to the archives?
 How will datasets be handled that do have restrictions? Where will these 

records be put in the archival organization structure? How will the 
restrictions be documented and monitored/tracked (if time-based)?
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(AIP) Preservation Master 
Production

Presenter Name
Institution/Agency

32
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AIP Generalized Workflow
 Generate AIP
 Create Unique ID for object
 Create a “safe” copy of geospatial metadata
 Create Preservation Master

 Format Transformation, if necessary – address multiple data formats (e.g. 
vector, raster, project and possibly multiple vendors) 

 (Optional) Archivist updates geospatial metadata file with archival 
processing step(s), and possibly archive-specific information*

 Generate / Assign and record fixity value for files in AIP
 Create Archival Metadata
 Create Security Copy(ies) of Preservation Master
 Create Archival Information Package

 Add record to Preservation repository
 Set access controls
 Record creation & location of security copy in archival metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you consider the production of your AIP, there will likely be archival processing differences based on the format of the geospatial data asset being processed. For example, the vector datasets will be in a different data file format than raster datasets.Your implementation will not likely need to accommodate this degree of variation in the data file formats you will ingest, but the design should be flexible enough to be able to expand to accommodate new data formats as they might be introduced into your Repository.
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Geospatial Metadata Planning Questions
 Will the archive create an archive-specific version of the metadata file that 

reflects the transfer of ownership of the dataset to the archive?
 Potential metadata fields that may be modified to reflect the archive’s policies:

 Dataset Citation
 Use Constraints
 Access Constraints
 Processing Steps
 Distributor

 Distributor Contact Information

 Distribution Fees

 Keywords – additional keywords the archive wants to add to enhance search accessibility

 NOTE: If the archive does create an archive-specific version of the metadata 
file, it must retain the original metadata file as the original historical 
metadata record for the dataset.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The content of the metadata file is important as you consider the scenario where an end user retrieves an archived dataset from the archival organization ….. Let’s call him User1User1 is aware he accessed an ‘archival’ version of the dataset as he retrieved it from the archival organization, and should have seen the archival org’s policies as part of the access and download user interface. However, user1 shares the dataset with user2 – who ONLY has access to the METADATA that accompanies the dataset. If there is nothing documented in the dataset’s metadata that indicates the dataset was sourced from the archival organization … user2 may think the dataset was retrieved from the original distributor, and has the same constraints, contact information, etc. as was provided in the original record. User2, for example, would not know to cite the archival organization as the source of the dataset.
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AIP Generalized Workflow
 Generate AIP
 Create Unique ID for object
 Create a “safe” copy of geospatial metadata
 Create Preservation Master

 Format Transformation, if necessary – address multiple data formats (e.g. 
vector, raster, project and possibly multiple vendors) 

 Archivist updates geospatial metadata file with archival processing 
step(s)

 Generate / Assign and record fixity value for files in AIP
 Create Archival Metadata*
 Create Security Copy(ies) of Preservation Master
 Create Archival Information Package

 Add record to Preservation repository
 Set access controls
 Record creation & location of security copy in archival metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you consider the production of your AIP, there will likely be archival processing differences based on the format of the geospatial data asset being processed. For example, the vector datasets will be in a different data file format than raster datasets.Your implementation will not likely need to accommodate this degree of variation in the data file formats you will ingest, but the design should be flexible enough to be able to expand to accommodate new data formats as they might be introduced into your Repository.
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Archival Metadata Planning Questions
 What ingest & geospatial metadata can be harvested to populate the                

archival metadata record for the Archival Information Package?

Archival Processing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geospatial datasets are often accompanied by a rich metadata file providing extensive BagIt is an example of a program that can be used to “package” a collection of files for submission.Other programs include .zip, .tar.A single submission information package may contain a single dataset, or multiple datasets
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Archival Metadata Planning Questions
 What ingest & geospatial metadata can be harvested to populate the                

archival metadata record for the Archival Information Package?

Archival Processing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geospatial datasets are often accompanied by a rich metadata file providing extensive BagIt is an example of a program that can be used to “package” a collection of files for submission.Other programs include .zip, .tar.A single submission information package may contain a single dataset, or multiple datasets
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Technical Metadata Planning Questions
 Will the archive take advantage of  metadata “auto-fill” feature of tools such 

as Esri ArcCatalog to populate missing metadata fields in metadata file?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates some of the fields that Esri’s ArcCatalog can auto-fill based on information held within the dataset.You’re not going to be pulling technical metadata out of the files’ properties --- most of the technical metadata is supplied in the geospatial metadata file.
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AIP Planning Questions
 What are the acceptable formats for the Preservation Master?
 What are the mappings between expected submitted formats and their 

companion Preservation Master format? (refer to your Media Type 
Preservation Plan)

 Will compound datasets be decomposed into their individual datasets (e.g. 
will individual feature classes in a geodatabase be extracted as individual 
shapefile datasets; will individual rasters be exported separately)?

 What tools and processes will be employed to transform a geospatial dataset 
received in one format to another format to produce the Preservation 
Master?

 What method will the archive use to compute, store, re-compute, and 
compare fixity values for both the Preservation Master and Preservation 
Master Security Copy(ies)?

 What archival metadata will be created?
 What strategy/mechanism will the archive use for “security copies” of the 

Preservation Master?
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(DIP) Access Copy Production

Presenter Name
Institution/Agency

40
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DIP Generalized Workflow
 Generate DIP
 Create Use Copy
 Provide Archival Metadata critical for access (e.g. descriptive information, 

geospatial-specific descriptive attributes)*
 Create Access Derivatives

 Geospatial PDF/GeoPDF*
 HTML version of geospatial metadata*
 zip package of collection of dataset files*

 Create Catalog Entry
 Add dataset to Digital Collection
 Register dataset with national inventory systems (e.g. GIS Inventory 

(RAMONA))
 Verify Catalog access, Digital Collection access

 Update Archival Metadata record with “related” resources   
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Access Metadata Planning Questions
 What archival metadata can be harvested to populate the                     

access metadata record for the DIP Package (exposed through access pts)?
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Create Derivatives That Aid Access
 Create Geospatial or GeoPDF version of the dataset, providing end user 

access through PDF Reader rather than requiring a GIS program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Esri ArcMap provides function to export to a geospatial PDF – accessible with Adobe Acrobat ReaderTerraGo provides tools to create GeoPDF file – accessible with Adobe Acrobat Reader
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Create Derivatives That Aid Access
 Create a mosaic or index shapefile for orthoimage collections
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Create Derivatives That Aid Access
 Provide styled HTML version of the geospatial metadata directly from the 

access interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An end user can browse/inspect the geospatial metadata file in advance of downloading the dataset to assess whether the geospatial dataset is relevant to his needs.Usually the geospatial metadata file is packaged in the .zip package. In this case, the end user would have to download and unpack the zip file of the entire dataset to even inspect/browse the metadata file.We therefore recommend that the metadata file be made directly accessible through the access interface.Many GIS distribution sites currently employ this access aid, and archives should similarly do so.
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Create Derivatives That Aid Access
 Create a (zip) package that contains all of the files in the dataset to ensure 

the dataset user will retrieve all files for the dataset
 Shapefiles

 Geodatabase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The geospatial metadata file will commonly be packaged with the rest of the 
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Create Derivatives That Aid Access
 Create a (zip) package that contains all of the files in the dataset to ensure 

the dataset user will retrieve all files for the dataset
 Orthoimagery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The geospatial metadata file will commonly be packaged with the rest of the 
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DIP - Bring it all together in your access interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UT access system built on APPX AXAEMUT has built a prototype user interface based on a traditional archival finding aid that links to the dataset files, including access-aid derivatives.More AXAEM info and documents can be found on the AXAEM website at:http://www.axaem.com/taxonomy/term/14Note: The link for the Basic System Documentation – that the Utah State Archives wrote should be:http://archives.utah.gov/axaem/Axaem-overview.pdf
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DIP - Bring it all together in your access interface
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Bring it all together in your access interface
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Bring it all together in your access interface
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Bring it all together in your access interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NC access system built on CONTENTdm
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Bring it all together in your access interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KY access system built on dSPACE
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Register Collection /Datasets with National Inventories (GIS 
Inventory (Ramona))

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To increase visibility of archived geospatial datasets in the GIS community, register your archived datasets with RAMONA and/or Geospatial OneStop (GOS). These are well-known metadata catalogs in the geospatial community.  GOS entries can be made for geospatial datasets that are directly accessible online or are available offline. Datasets registered in RAMONA should be harvested by GOS.
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Geospatial Archiving 
Demonstration

Elizabeth Perkes
Utah State Archives

55
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Demo – Utah’s APPX-based AXAEM system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elizabeth to ingest a shapefile.UT access system built on APPX AXAEMSee online video demonstrating AXAEM at: http://archives.utah.gov/axaem/axaem.html (go to the bottom of the page to the section: “Watch Movies”)More AXAEM info and documents can be found at:Utah State Archives Website at:  http://archives.utah.gov/axaem/axaem.html AXAEM website at:     http://www.axaem.com/taxonomy/term/14Note: The link for the Basic System Documentation – that the Utah State Archives wrote should be:http://archives.utah.gov/axaem/Axaem-overview.pdf
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Discussion and Next Steps

Kelly Eubank
North Carolina State Archives

57
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Summary
 Archival processing consists of:
 Ingest
 Quality Assurance Check
 Create the Archival Information Package (Preservation Master)
 Create the Dissemination Information Package (Use/Access Copy)

 Key geospatial processing considerations:
 Processing a record that consists of numerous files
 Using geospatial software to functionally verify
 Identifying the geospatial metadata that will be incorporated into the 

archival metadata record
 Managing the geospatial metadata file – with archive-specific 

metadata values
 Creating derivatives that aid the access of the geospatial record
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What do you think now?
 What are your thoughts regarding managing multi-file geospatial datasets?
 What are your thoughts regarding managing the geospatial metadata file, 

and extracting the geospatial metadata to populate your archival metadata 
record?

 Did you see any steps that are applicable to the archival processing work 
you’re now doing? Where you can leverage current work to move into 
managing geospatial data?

 Did this identify any gaps for you in your current processes?
 Do you see any barriers to implementing the processes we’ve proposed?
 What do you think you might do differently if you were expanding your 

archival services to include geospatial records?
 Even though we’ve outlined several steps in processing geospatial records 

…. Does seeing the steps we’ve provided make it more approachable (less 
overwhelming)?

 Do you see these processing steps as compatible with your current 
electronic records processing procedures?
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THANKS!

 Thanks for joining us to explore more details regarding 
the archival processing of geospatial datasets

 Plan to join us on December 8, 2011 for our final 
Informational Partners meeting when we will discuss
 Lessons learned
 Review the tools we’ve developed
 What’s next …
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Municipal Growth-- Mecklenburg County, NC 

Modeling Change                     Legal Mandates   
Historic Mapping        Cost of Reproducing       Disaster Recovery/COOP 

1989 2009

Consider rate & frequency of  data change
Consider frequency of capture to capture the 
extent & nature of change

Why Archive Geospatial Data?
Your Reasons may impact your Appraisal criteria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To project has worked with the assumption that the value of preserving geospatial data through time lies in the following research and administrative uses:Modeling Change                   Legal Mandate   Historic Mapping        Cost of Reproducing  after the data has been written over     Disaster Recovery/COOP 



Why Archive Geospatial Data?
Your Reasons may impact your Appraisal criteria

Consider rate & frequency of  data change
Consider frequency of capture to capture the 
extent & nature of change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potential role in COOP: operational restoration and post incident analysisIncrease availability of “superseded” content for temporal analysis: Land use land cover/ impervious surface changeMonitoring beach erosion/ shoreline changePopulation/ demographic changeCultural Heritage (Sanborn maps)—The Sanborn maps were produced in from 1867-1970  and the Sanborn Map Company was the primary American publisher of fire insurance maps for nearly 100 years. Many of these maps have been digitized and repurposed. In electronic form, Sanborn Maps take on much improved value over the microfilm versions of the same maps, allowing for greater flexibility of use and improved viewing possibilities. Users have the ability to easily manipulate the maps, magnify and zoom in on specific sections, and layer maps from different years.GIS data, much like the Sanborn maps reflect the changes to the environment, population shift changes, and growth. Because of the unique nature of the layers, users can see significant changes in areas in a short period of time. Without the data, planners start from day one. When originally published for fire insurance purposesSignificant Investments KE—cost of gis? How much in cost sharing grants does CGIA redistribute every year? Cost of software, storage, personnel, and training. Legal and regulatory processes—KE, decisions are made based on information contained in data layers. If disputes arise, it is those layers that may play a part in any court action or audit action that may occur. If the layers are re-written, entities have a more difficult time proving their case. Other. . . . . .
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Generalized Information/Data Model
 An object-oriented approach aids in maintaining the relationships between 

the multiple variants of the archived digital asset
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AIP Generalized Workflow – w/format dependencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you consider the production of your AIP, there will likely be archival processing differences based on the format of the geospatial data asset being processed. For example, the vector datasets will be in a different data file format than raster datasets.Your implementation will not likely need to accommodate this degree of variation in the data file formats you will ingest, but the design should be flexible enough to be able to expand to accommodate new data formats as they might be introduced into your Repository.
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Archival Metadata Planning Questions
 What ingest & geospatial metadata can be harvested to populate the                

archival metadata record for the Archival Information Package?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geospatial datasets are often accompanied by a rich metadata file providing extensive BagIt is an example of a program that can be used to “package” a collection of files for submission.Other programs include .zip, .tar.A single submission information package may contain a single dataset, or multiple datasets
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Archival Metadata Planning
 Representation Information (Archival Management of digital asset)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the OAIS model - 
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Archival Metadata Planning
 Preservation Description Information (Archival Management of digital asset)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the OAIS model - 
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Archival Metadata Planning
 Descriptive Information (Access to digital asset)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the OAIS model - 
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Archival Metadata Planning
 OAIS Preservation Metadata Taxonomy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the OAIS model – Refer to the GeoMAPP OAIS Archival Metadata Whitepaper – for more information on details related to archival metadata dictionary
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Archival Metadata Dictionary
 Document that lists archival metadata fields, their sources, and whether they are 

required. Can also include metadata crosswalks (e.g. FGDC, other systems)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the OAIS model Refer to the GeoMAPP OAIS Archival Metadata Whitepaper – for more information on details related to archival metadata dictionary- 
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